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Precious and sophisticated, yet audacious and 
intriguing: the new collection celebrates the most 
authentic spirit of the fashion house through an 
engaging mix of captivating and sensual shapes 
and exclusive textures in a soft and delicate 
colour palette. The fashion house’s most iconic 
symbols pop up in the luxurious details, such 
as the metallic elements of the coffee tables 
representing the shape of the snakes, and in the 
audacious and wild animal patterns, including the 
new lynx and camouflage motifs, inspired by the 
brand’s fashion proposal, and the archival snake 
pattern, all developed in a versatile palette of 
pink, ivory white, military green and grey.

The snake becomes a scenographic metallic 
element, the new animal patterns lynx and 
camouflage enliven the fabrics while the 
leather fringes recount the brand’s artisanal 
manufacturing tradition. The experimentation in 
the use of materials and techniques is confirmed 
by the introduction of new wood essences, 
finishes and varieties of marbles and by the use 
of the antique Scagliola technique.
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Fendi Casa furniture has such a strong identity 
that it practically requires no trademark. There are 
four great principles that have accompanied the 
brand for over 20 years: elegance, timelessness, 
artisan excellence and eco-responsibility.

Fendi Casa has always had a solid bond with the 
design world and contributes towards defining 
future trends by working together with some of 
the best international designers. Inspired by the 
clothing collections launched every season by 
Fendi, Fendi Casa presents the latest trends by 
reinterpreting the high fashion materials through 
furniture design and details, such as fur, the 
handbag clasps that inspire drawer handles, 
saddlery stitches, and Swarovski crystals stitched 
onto cushions or on the corners of carpets.
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|  Ripple coffee tables Calacatta



|  Ripple coffee tables Calacatta
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|  Thea loveseat



|  Thea loveseat
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|  Brigitte armchair



|  Brigitte armchair
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|  Anna armchair



|  Anna armchair
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|  Prisme Marble table |  Bent bench



|  Prisme Marble table
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|  Bent bench



|  Icon Lite bed



|  Icon Lite bed
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|  Constellation Effe coffee tables



|  Constellation Effe coffee tables
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A story of creativity, quality and innovation that 
began in 1936.

In over 80 years, Bonaldo has managed to create 
its unique style that is based on certain highly 
distinctive elements such as colour, harmony of 
forms and lines, functionality and comfort.

The creative contribution of talents such as Karim 
Rashid, Ron Arad, Bartoli Design, Massimo Iosa 
Ghini, Mauro Lipparini and Alain Gilles has enabled 
Bonaldo to collect major accolades, such as the 
Red Dot Design Award, the iF Design Award as 
well as the Good Design Award. Among the latest 
entries in Bonaldo’s designers’ team, Fabrice 
Berrux and Paolo Grasselli.



|  Corallo |  Frinfri



|  Corallo |  Frinfri
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BIG TABLE
10th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL EDITION 

Design by: Alain Gilles

The distinguishing feature of the Big Table, which 
made it an absolutely original table, is its base 
made of four laser-cut steel legs that intertwine and 
overlap, creating an image with a strong graphic 
appearance, where the perception changes 
depending on the observer’s perspective. It is a 
game of balances, a magical contrast between 
the linearity of the table-top and the dynamism 
suggested by the slanted legs.

In this new version, the table has a rectangular 
green marble top with a strong graphic pattern 
and colours with an extraordinary intensity. The 
table-top is combined with the steel base painted 
in its same colour, thereby creating a single whole 
that never ceases to astound and inspire.

|  Itala

|  Bonsai



|  Itala

|  Bonsai
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Design by: Sergio Bicego

Only You is a sofa that proudly shows its two 
faces: a smooth and linear seat in contrast with 
the external part of the backrest, which is crafted 
with a striped pattern obtained using vertical 
decorative quilting. Thanks to this finishing, Only 
You is ideal to be placed also in the middle of the 
room.

Its sophisticated details make it a unique sofa; 
among these, the top end of the armrests and 
backrest, which bends outwards to create little 
wings facing the surrounding setting. 

Upholstery: fabric or leather
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|  Delta



|  Delta
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Gallotti & Radice, dating back to the 1950’s was 
the first company to experiment with the use of 
crystal, combining it in a unique and masterly way 
with other materials such as wood and metal. 
Their avant-garde designs, elegant shapes and 
attention to quality has put the Italian brand at 
the forefront of both domestic and international 
prestigious markets.



|  1968



|  1968
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|  Cookies



|  Cookies
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|  Jolie



|  Jolie
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Dimmable LED suspension 
lamp (15 Watt) composed of 
two mouthpieces in Murano 
glass blown by mouth. Metallic 
details in satin brass. Supplied 
with 4 mt cable.



|  Bolle Orizzontale |  Audrey sofa



|  Bolle Orizzontale
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|  Audrey sofa



|  MahJong + Connection + Brera



|  MahJong + Connection + Brera
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|  Sophie



|  Sophie
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|  Prism



|  Prism
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Wooden cabinet covered in “supermirror” 
stainless steel in black chrome finish. Slats in solid 
ash wood stained black open pore. Equipped 
with internal shelf in extralight glass and internal 
mirrored backrest.

Dimensions in cm:
110 x 47 x 122h

|  5th Avenue
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|  5th Avenue



|  Yuki + Fante + Bolle Sola



|  Yuki + Fante + Bolle Sola
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“I believe that, in present-time, the value of 
raw “noble” materials, has been mistreated too 
many times. This has happened also to glass: it 
has been “distorted” to look like marble, wood, 
ceramic or fabric and in this way, plain imitations 
were created useful only to create “fictions”. In 
Fiam, we were born and raised adding value and 
prestige to this noble material.”

-Vitorio Livi





The Kathleen mirror is a homage to the bright 
beauty of the actress Audrey Hepburn who over 
the sixties embodied a new aesthetic trend: 
slender figure, elegant look, fawn eyes, and 
a bright and mischievous smile. These are the 
characteristics that inspired Davide Oppizzi and 
that he managed to translate into a contemporary 
key only with the use of a material such as fused 
glass.

Its self-supporting metal structure, in satin 
champagne finish, guarantees support and 
makes it easier to fix it to the wall. The lighting 
system also incorporates a dimmer, to obtain the 
desired lighting atmosphere.
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|  Kighi



|  Kighi
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|  Cannage |  Pop



|  Cannage
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|  Pop



|  Theo



|  Theo

The use of big thickness in glass manufacturing 
processes has always been a great ambition 
which, unfortunately, for technical and dimensional 
matters, has never been reached. But now, with 
our original product, we are able to produce 
glass of great dimensions, big thickness and with 
mixed finishes. We came up with a technique 
that finally allows variations in measures and 
colours resulting in a strong “perceptible” design 
appreciable through sight and touch.
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The collaboration with Stefano Bigi continues, 
further developing the Vendôme collection, a 
concept introduced last year and nowadays 
enriched by a console and a chair, in which the 
common thread lies in daring with decisive and 
unconventional geometries, remaining faithful to 
an essential simplicity where the rigour of Platonic 
solids meets the impossible constructions of 
Escher in a mix of eclecticism.

Combining the refinement of glass, a distinctive 
element of Fiam Italia, with the warmth of solid 
wood, the designer demonstrates his ability to 
balance aesthetic taste, comfort and functionality.

|  Vendome



|  Vendome
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|  Vendome



|  Vendome
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|  Lakes |  Easy Lloyd



|  Lakes |  Easy Lloyd
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Since 1956, Giorgio Collection has been creating 
high and unique level furniture intended for “luxury 
lovers”. Currently present in 52 countries, it has 
become a landmark in the world of luxury furniture 
design, craftsmanship care, research and high-
quality materials. From Shanghai to New York, 
the refined style of Giorgio Collection furnishes 
luxury homes around the world. Prized for their 
Italian design and the choices of materials, the 
furniture and accessories rigorously “made in 
Italy” create an atmosphere of absolute wealth in 
any environment of the house.



|  Charisma sofa |  Charisma light



|  Charisma sofa
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|  Charisma light



|  Charisma buffet |  Charisma bar unit



|  Charisma buffet |  Charisma bar unit
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|  Charisma table round



|  Charisma table round
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|  Charisma table |  Charisma office



|  Charisma table |  Charisma office
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Reflex Angelo, the first to use the murano glass 
as a solid base for its tables, has always favoured 
the use of high quality materials, such as glass, 
marble, wrought iron and wood, to which is 
applied with excellent craftsmanship  and new 
and cutting-edge technological processes. The 
results are furnishings that express the perfect 
synthesis of technology, design, research and 
tradition. Reflex collaborates with well-known 
Italian and foreign architects including Pininfarina, 
Sacha Lakic, Maurice Barilone, Andrée Putman, 
Arnaldo Gamba, Leila Guerra and Marco Piva. 
The reflex products can also be seen in the 
historical site of Biancade.



|  Amet



|  Amet
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|  Aenigma coffee table |  Esse consolle



|  Aenigma coffee table
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|  Esse consolle



|  Impact buffet |  Coco-de-mer



|  Impact buffet
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|  Coco-de-mer



|  Esse table



|  Esse table
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|  Big Ben
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3000m² of designer Furniture
Kitchens, Wardrobes & outdoor furniture.


